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Abstract: The main goal of thhis scientific work is the sensiitivity
analysis of a genetic
g
algorithhm (GA) for perrmutation flow--shop
scheduling prroblem. This paper
p
covers the
t
analysis off the
proportion of the differeent genetic operators
o
(clooning,
crossover andd mutation operaator) used by thhe algorithm ass well
as the compaarison of the results
r
given by
b choosing of the
different selecction strategies in function of the efficiency of
o the
near optimal solutions. I analyze
a
how thhe efficiency of the
algorithm chaanges by some values
v
of the geenetic parametters, I
evaluate the obtained
o
resultts and I searchh for relationss that
help to applyy the GA morre effectively and
a
efficiently. The
practical impoortance of my research
r
resultts is to determiine in
what setting thhe genetic paraameters have too be used in ordder to
supply near opptimal solutionss at the fastest possible
p
time.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
1.1 Flow-shop
p scheduling prroblem
The flow-shop scheduliing problem can
c
be defineed as
follows: n joobs are given which must be
b processed on
o m
machines; all jobs have the same routing. That
T
sequence must
be determinedd which is the best accordingg to certain loggistic
conditions. The
T
most important aspect of the schedduling
problem is the identificationn of criteria (E
Evans, 1993), which
w
are used to evaluate schedulees. Common schheduling criteriia are
the followingss:
• Minimize make-span.
• Minimize idle time machhines.
• Minimize waiting time off jobs.
1.2 Genetic allgorithm
Figure 1 shows
s
the struccture of a simplle genetic algorrithm
(Pohlheim, 20009). The algorithm works on populationns of
individuals insstead of single solutions. At the
t beginning of
o the
computation a number of individuals are randomly initiallized.
Each individuaal (genotype) reepresents a poteential solution to
t the
problem. Theese individuals in a populatiion are called also
chromosomes (Goldberg, 1989). The objecttive function iss then
t best individuals
evaluated for these individuuals. Selecting the
according to their level of fitness forms a new populaation.
Some memberrs of this new population unddergo alterationns by
means of crosssover and mutaation.

This
T
cycle is performed
p
untill the optimizatiion criteria aree
satissfied. The Hollaand’s method iis especially efffective becausee
the crossover operrators greatly improve the caapability of thee
orithm to approaach, and eventuually find, the op
ptimum.
algo

2. THE
T
COMPU
UTER PROG
GRAM
In
I Delphi, I implemented
i
a program, wh
hich solves thee
scheeduling problem
m using a geneetic algorithm. The algorithm
m
dynaamically handdles the numbber of jobs, machines andd
iteraations, the size of the populaation, the ratio of the geneticc
operrators as well as the objective function. So th
he software cann
be excellent appliedd in practice. Inn Figure 2 the program
p
can bee
n while runningg. The algorithm
m keeps indicaating the resultss
seen
in th
he informationn board and drrawing the value of the bestt
indiv
vidual (bottom
m graph) and the average fitness of thee
popu
ulation (top graaph) iteration bby iteration. Because
B
parentss
may
y be replaced byy offspring witth a lower fitneess, the averagee
fitneess of the popullation can increease, but the fitn
ness of the bestt
chro
omosome decreaases monotonouusly.
I use an integger vector as a chromosome to represent a
sequ
uence as a list of n jobs. Thee program uses two classicall
geneetic operators: mutation
m
and crrossover (Michaalewich, 1996)..
Fourr different muutation operatoors (insertion, displacement,,
recip
procal exchangge and swap) aare always useed in the samee
prop
portion. I used two crossoverrs: order crossover (OX) andd
cyclee crossover (C
CX) for the reppresentation. These crossoverr
operrators are alsoo in the samee proportion to
t each other..
Seleection is a genettic operator thaat chooses a chromosome from
m
the current
c
populattion for inclusioon in the next population.
p
Thee
follo
owing types of selection are haandled by the so
oftware:
• Random:
R
a selection operatorr which random
mly selects thee
chromosomes
c
f
from
the populaation.
• Roulette-wheel
R
l: a selection opperator in which
h the chance off
a chromosome getting selectedd is proportionaal to its fitness.
• Best:
B
selects thee best chromosomes from the population.

Fig. 2. Evolution of
o the results, innformation boarrd of the GA

3. RESULTS
R
OF
F THE RESE
EARCH

Fig. 1. Structuure of a simple genetic algorithhm

In
I the course of
o my earlier sstudies, when I compared thee
geneetic algorithm to
t other heuristtic methods forr the flow-shopp
scheeduling problem
m (Olah, 2009)), parameters of the GA weree
basicc settings. The following quesstion was raised
d: how does thee
efficciency of the algorithm
a
changge by the modiification of thee
valu
ues of the genetiic parameters?

As it is well-known the fitness of the best chromosome
decreases monotonously by the increase of the number of
iterations. Naturally similar graph has to be effected performing
the analysis of the same (20-machine, 25-job) permutation
flow-shop scheduling problem several times. The program has
been run 30 times to this problem for each iteration-number
represented in Figure 3. The average values of the objective
function (idle time) resulted by the genetic algorithm with fix
(150) population-size using by 4% cloning, 16% mutation and
80% crossover in case of three different selection operators
(best, roulette and random) are the followings.
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Fig. 3. Results of the different selections & iteration-numbers
The chart shows the idle time of the machines along the
vertical axis and the increasing number of iterations from 5 to
1000 along the horizontal axis. It can be declared that the best
selection, contrary to the other two selection strategies,
excellently approaches to the optimal solution. It can be seen
that the random selection produces the worst results among the
selection operations while the roulette-wheel selection is about
one per cent better than the random after the same iterations.
After 100 iterations the GA which uses the best selection is 9,2
per cent better than after 5 iterations.
The new question is raised: what do these graphs look like
by the modification of the probabilities of cloning, mutation
and crossover? The next investigation leaves out the crossover
operator from the optimization, so the populations will be
generated by applying only two genetic reproduction
operations: cloning and mutation of the best individuals. The
software has been run 30 times to the previous scheduling
problem for each proportion of the cloning represented in
Figure 4. The average values of the idle time provided by the
GA in view of 100 population-size and the best selection
mechanism in function of the ratio of the mutation after 150
iteration are the followings.
On the vertical axis the idle time is given, the other axis
represents the ratio of the cloning. From this diagram we can
see that the genetic algorithm generates better and better
solutions at first (up to 30% cloning), but more increase in the
ratio of the cloning gives worse and worse values of the idle
time. Consequently the minimum value (4013) occurs when the
ratio of the mutation is 70% (and the cloning is 30%).
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Fig. 5. Results in function of the ratio of the cloning-crossover
The minimum value (4156) is at 75% cloning. It can be
established that the GA without crossover converges toward the
optimum much (about 4%) better than without mutation.
Finally the genetic (crossover and mutation) operators will
be checked for correlation with each other. The average values
of the objective function resulted after 30 execution of the
algorithm for each proportion of the mutation from 0 to 90
represented on horizontal axis of Figure 6 in function of the
ratio of the crossover and mutation using by fix 10% cloning
are the followings:
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Fig. 6. Results in the ratio of the mutation-crossover
From this chart we can see that the program generates
better and better solutions with increasing in the ratio of the
mutation up to 57%, but following this the efficiency of the
algorithm is decreasing in a small extent. Consequently the
optimum (4036) occurs when the ratio of the mutation is 57%
(and the crossover is 33%).

4. CONCLUSION
I can claim that a higher proportion of the mutation and the
best selection results much better solutions than a higher
proportion of the crossover or the other selection mechanisms.
In the future I would like to analyze the efficiency of each
crossover and mutation operator. Because the job-shop and the
open-shop scheduling problems have a considerably larger
search space than the flow-shop, and both are an important and
ubiquitous problems, I am going to enlarge the algorithm over
these scheduling problems.
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Fig. 4. Results in function of the ratio of the cloning-mutation
In the next analysis the genetic algorithm applies only for
the cloning and the recombination (crossover) operations,
accordingly the mutation operator will be left out. It can be
stated from Figure 5 that the smallest values occur when the
ratio of the crossover is between 75 and 15 per cent.
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